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Why do researchers attend so many conferences?
Networking
Disseminating results
Enhancing CV
Traveling is fun!
International conferences are an integral part of the modern 

academic culture.
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Why is it problematic that researchers fly so much?
Causes up to 84% of the carbon footprint of academic research [1].
>40% of distance travelled is for conference attendance [2].
Harms the credibility of climate scientists [3].

One researcher’s air travel:
Paris Agreement target :

Annual emissions (tons CO2-eq)

2 t

9 t Unsustainable

Resolutions to tackle this effectively and realistically :

Normalizing the discourse about air travel reduction
Counting individual emissions
Using decision trees

Normalizing the discourse on air travel reduction
Monitoring emissions
Decision tree [4, 5]

1 Sensitize the community 2 Switch to land transport
Air travel has a limited influence on 
academic success [6, 7].

3 Choose worthwhile conferences

Direct flights
Economy class

4 Mitigate the impact
Virtual attendance emits 97-3000x  less [9]. 
Also increases diversity [10, 11].

5 Rethink conferences
Questionable effectiveness
and reliability [12, 13].

6 Offset only as a last resort
GHG emissions can be

reduced by 36% without 
affecting mobility [8].

36%
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